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Never for a moment of Ohad Naharin’s 2009 “Hora” — it lasts 

one hour — can you be in doubt that a choreographer has been 

hard at work. Everything is very fixed, planned, controlled. The 

11 Batsheva Dance Company performers, barefoot and wearing 

simple dance attire, never leave the stage.   Only briefly, 

however, do they truly dance, and usually in phrases lasting only 

a few seconds at a time. From the way they hold positions, 

execute individual steps or repeat specific gestures, we can see 

they have technique. The emphasis, however, is largely opposed 

to technical display. Deliberately, the choreography limits these 

dancers, stunts them, and makes their energies look peculiar. 

They become freakish pawns in Mr. Naharin’s carefully planned control-freak game. But what 

game is he playing?  

 

Music is heard almost throughout, Romantic highlights from the Western classical canon: the 

prelude to Debussy’s “Afternoon of a Faun,” Richard Strauss’s “Thus Spake Zarathustra,” 

Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” and his overture to “Tannhäuser,” Grieg’s “Peer Gynt” and 

more, but all in ghastly canned recordings of synthesized versions.  

 

The dancers don’t dance to this, anyway, though sometimes they pointedly dance against it: 

staccato to the music’s legato, low-key to its high-energy power, or vice versa. Some of the 

splicing of one classical hit-parade number into another is cleverly horrid. (What this Israeli 

company does to the notoriously anti-Semitic Wagner, in particular, may count as an act of 

retribution.)  

 

You look in vain for the hora, the Israeli circular dance, but the program only alerts you that 

“Hora” (“hour” in Latin) is one hour long. In one much-repeated motif, the 11 dancers, sitting on 

a bench at the back, all lean forward as they shift their weight onto their feet, rise and slowly 

advance. As they do so, there is a moment when the overhead lighting turns them into 

silhouettes. When they reach the foreground of the stage, they turn into profile, each hitching a 

shoulder, after which the phrase peters out.  
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In another motif, they all take ballet’s fifth position and extend an arm to the side, with the hand 

very exactly dropped from the wrist. (It’s curious that Mr. Naharin, so precise on the angle of 

that wrist, allows his dancers various kinds of foot positions and turnout: the difference between 

fifth and third position is of no consequence here.)  

 

Neither of these motifs leads anywhere, but both epitomize the odd-by-design look that Mr 

Naharin means his dancers to have. That forward walk ends up being pointless on purpose. The 

dropped hand at the end of that extended arm is markedly absurdist. (It will remind many 

balletgoers of the opening dance phrase of George Balanchine’s “Serenade,” but there the 

dropped hand and fifth position, which do not coincide, are part of a sequence that memorably 

transforms dancers into devout executants who are primed for full-out academic dancing. Mr. 

Naharin’s motif, by contrast, makes them look studiously bizarre.)  

 

The oddness is a deliberate part of the Naharin world; members of the audience often laugh out 

loud at moments here. Several later movements have the jittery-gestural quality of expressionist 

dance, while not actually conveying anything. As these Batsheva performers repeat them, 

sometimes accelerating as they do so, they look obsessive, driven, racked. Never at any time in 

“Hora” does the movement look voluntary, happily impulsive.  

 

Though the dancers gradually display more technique and more energy — they do splits, they 

leap, women throw themselves onto men’s chests — there is never any sustained sense of 

momentum. Jumping sequences don’t cover much space; instead they keep changing direction 

back and forth, covering the same little patch with the involuntary and insistent tone that 

characterizes Mr. Naharin’s choreography.  

 

It would take very few alterations to turn “Hora” into a study of institutionalized psychosis. Yet I 

think Mr. Naharin wants members of the audience to laugh when they do; he seems to be going 

after a certain Jacques Tati aren’t-people-strange tone: institutionalized absurdism.  

 

The theater of the absurd has had its great exponents, notably Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter; 

Merce Cunningham’s choreography shared much with it, but Mr. Naharin’s work manifests an 

auteurist insistency on drawing attention to its own intense artfulness and on making his dancers 

look like cogs in his surreal machine. As this becomes increasingly apparent over the course of 

an hour, the world of “Hora” becomes unfunny, unpleasant and finally chilling.  

 

“Hora” continues through Saturday at the Howard Gilman Opera House, Brooklyn Academy of 

Music, 30 Lafayette Avenue, at Ashland Place, Fort Greene; (718) 636-4100 

 


